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Motivation
✤

✤

CMake has become a very popular build process
✤

many large projects have adopted it

✤

also in the HEP community is becoming very popular

Genuine question: can also ROOT be built with CMake?
✤

✤

opportunity to learn the tool and evaluate its capabilities

Do we need to add another build system to ROOT?
✤

why not?

✤

It can be particularly interesting for platforms (e.g. Windows) for
which the current system has some limitations
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Why CMake?
✤

CMake generates native build environments
✤

UNIX/Linux->Makefiles, Ninja

✤

Windows->VisualStudio, nmake

✤

Apple->Xcode

✤

Open-Source, Cross-Platform, pretty well documented, etc.

✤

Can cope with complex, large build environments

✤

Flexible & Extensible
✤

Scripting language (turing-complete)

✤

Modules for finding/configuring software

✤

Extensible to new platforms and languages

✤

Create custom targets/commands

✤

Run external programs
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Basic Instructions
# Create a build directory (working area)
mkdir <build-dir>
cd <build-dir>
# Configure ROOT with the cmake
cmake <source-dir> -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=<install-dir> [additional options]
# Build and install
make [-jN]
make install

✤

The main difference is that you do not build in the
source directory
✤

It is not recommended by CMake

✤

In this way you can have several builds with different
compilers/options from the same source
http://root.cern.ch/drupal/content/building-root-cmake
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Basic Build Options
✤

The user can set any CMake variable or option that controls the build
process from the cmake command line or using the GUI command
ccmake (cmake-gui on Windows)

✤

The command using the option -D <var>:<type>=<value> creates an
entry in the CMake cache (CMakeCache.txt file in the <build-dir>)

✤

Some examples:
-DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Debug

# Other build types: Release,
RelWithDebInfo, MinSizeRel
-DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=<installdir> # installation prefix
-DCMAKE_C_COMPILER=gcc
# What C compiler to use
-DCMAKE_CXX_COMPILER=c++
# What C++ compiler to use
-DCMAKE_fortran_COMPILER=gfortran
# What fortran compiler to use
-DCMAKE_LINKER=ls
# What linker program to use
...
-Dxxxx=ON -Dyyyy=OFF
# Optional ROOT components(e.g. tmva,
mathmore, gdml, etc.)
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Configuration and Build Options
✤

✤

Copied all the ROOT build options (--enable-xxxx --disablexxxx ) and converted into native CMake options as xxxx
✤

They appear directly in cmake-gui or ccmake utility

✤

You can also enable/disable from the command line with the
command option -Dxxxx=ON|OFF

✤

They are remembered in the CMake cache

Testing for an option is as simple as using the option name
in the if expression
✤

✤

e.g. if(tmva) .... endif() or in client projects if(ROOT_tmva_FOUND)

The options have only two values: ON, OFF
✤

In some cases the option is turned OFF if the dependent library or
package is not found.
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Status and Performance
✤

✤

Tested on SL(5-6), Ubuntu(11-12), Mac (10.6,10.7,10.8), Windows(vc9,
vc10, no cygwin required!)
✤

Small number of options not yet implemented (e.g. chirp, clarens, dcache, gfal, ...)

✤

These options can be done on demand

Comparison between Module.mk and CMake
✤

Same code version, same machine, ‘Release’ build

✤

“make –j8” vs. “make –j8” vs. “ninja”
Module.mk

CMake(make)

CMake(ninja)(2)

ROOT (noop)

2.2’’

2.3’’

0.2’’

ROOT (TH2.cxx)

5’’(1)

9’’

9’’

6’38’’

7’32’’

7’33’’

ROOT (full)

dependent libraries not re-done
(2) http://martine.github.com/ninja/
(1)
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How was it done?
✤

Started originally from the work of Florian Uhlig (GSI)

✤

Each ROOT package (directory) needs the equivalent of
the Module.mk, which is the CMakeLists.txt file
✤

With the directives of what to build and how to build it

✤

Developed high-level macros for building the main ROOT
artifacts (libraries, dictionaries, rootmap files, executables)

✤

Adapted for the different platforms and IDEs

✤

Added all ROOT build options and developed
configuration and handling of external packages

✤

Added some ROOT tests using CTest
8
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CMakeLists.txt (an example)
############################################################################
# CMakeLists.txt file for building ROOT hist/hist package
############################################################################
set(libname Hist)
ROOT_USE_PACKAGE(core)
ROOT_USE_PACKAGE(math)
ROOT_USE_PACKAGE(graf2d)
ROOT_USE_PACKAGE(io/io)
ROOT_GENERATE_DICTIONARY(G__${libname} *.h Math/*.h LINKDEF LinkDef.h)
ROOT_GENERATE_ROOTMAP(${libname} LINKDEF LinkDef.h DEPENDENCIES Matrix MathCore)
ROOT_LINKER_LIBRARY(${libname} *.cxx G__${libname}.cxx DEPENDENCIES Matrix MathCore)
ROOT_INSTALL_HEADERS()

In this example package, we build a dictionary
and rootmap file using a LinkDef.h file, which
is then used to build a library with all .cxx files.
The headers will be installed
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Module.mk
✤

Module.mk and
CMakeLists.txt provides the
same functionality
✤

Comparing for hist/hist
package
✤

53 lines vs. 9 lines

# Module.mk for hist module
# Copyright (c) 2000 Rene Brun and Fons Rademakers
#
# Author: Fons Rademakers, 29/2/2000
MODNAME
MODDIR
MODDIRS
MODDIRI

:=
:=
:=
:=

hist
$(ROOT_SRCDIR)/hist/$(MODNAME)
$(MODDIR)/src
$(MODDIR)/inc

HISTDIR
HISTDIRS
HISTDIRI

:= $(MODDIR)
:= $(HISTDIR)/src
:= $(HISTDIR)/inc

##### libHist #####
HISTL
:= $(MODDIRI)/LinkDef.h
HISTDS
:= $(call stripsrc,$(MODDIRS)/G__Hist.cxx)
HISTDO
:= $(HISTDS:.cxx=.o)
HISTDH
:= $(HISTDS:.cxx=.h)
HISTH
HISTHMAT
#HISTHMAT
HISTHH

:= $(filter-out $(MODDIRI)/LinkDef%,$(wildcard $(MODDIRI)/*.h))
:= $(filter-out $(MODDIRI)/Math/LinkDef%,$(wildcard $(MODDIRI)/Math/*.h))
+= mathcore/inc/Math/WrappedFunction.h
:= $(HISTH) $(HISTHMAT)

HISTS
HISTO

:= $(filter-out $(MODDIRS)/G__%,$(wildcard $(MODDIRS)/*.cxx))
:= $(call stripsrc,$(HISTS:.cxx=.o))

HISTDEP

:= $(HISTO:.o=.d) $(HISTDO:.o=.d)

HISTLIB
HISTMAP

:= $(LPATH)/libHist.$(SOEXT)
:= $(HISTLIB:.$(SOEXT)=.rootmap)

# used in the main Makefile
ALLHDRS
+= $(patsubst $(MODDIRI)/%.h,include/%.h,$(HISTHH))
#ALLHDRS
+= $(patsubst $(MODDIRI)/Math/%.h,include/Math/%.h,$(HISTHH))
ALLLIBS
+= $(HISTLIB)
ALLMAPS
+= $(HISTMAP)
# include all dependency files
INCLUDEFILES += $(HISTDEP)

✤

CMakeLists.txt is much
higher-level
✤

In principle it should be easier
to maintain

##### local rules #####
.PHONY:
all-$(MODNAME) clean-$(MODNAME) distclean-$(MODNAME)
include/Math/%.h: $(HISTDIRI)/Math/%.h
!
!
@(if [ ! -d "include/Math" ]; then
!
!
mkdir -p include/Math;
!
!
fi)
!
!
cp $< $@

\
\

include/%.h:
!
!

$(HISTDIRI)/%.h
cp $< $@

$(HISTLIB):
!
!
!
!
!
!

$(HISTO) $(HISTDO) $(ORDER_) $(MAINLIBS) $(HISTLIBDEP)
@$(MAKELIB) $(PLATFORM) $(LD) "$(LDFLAGS)" \
"$(SOFLAGS)" libHist.$(SOEXT) $@ "$(HISTO) $(HISTDO)" \
"$(HISTLIBEXTRA)"

$(HISTDS):
!
!
!

$(HISTHH) $(HISTL) $(ROOTCINTTMPDEP)
$(MAKEDIR)
@echo "Generating dictionary $@..."
$(ROOTCINTTMP) -f $@ -c $(HISTHH) $(HISTL)

!
!
!

$(HISTMAP):
!
!
!
!

$(RLIBMAP) $(MAKEFILEDEP) $(HISTL)
$(RLIBMAP) -o $@ -l $(HISTLIB) \
-d $(HISTLIBDEPM) -c $(HISTL)

all-$(MODNAME): $(HISTLIB) $(HISTMAP)
clean-$(MODNAME):
!
!
clean::

@rm -f $(HISTO) $(HISTDO)

clean-$(MODNAME)

distclean-$(MODNAME): clean-$(MODNAME)
!
!
@rm -f $(HISTDEP) $(HISTDS) $(HISTDH) $(HISTLIB) $(HISTMAP)
distclean::

distclean-$(MODNAME)

# Optimize dictionary with stl containers.
$(HISTDO): NOOPT = $(OPT)
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Using ROOT in your Project
✤

The user can also make use of the ROOT CMake macros to build
his/her project based on ROOT (if ROOT is build with CMake)
✤

✤

The CMake standard practices are followed whenever possible

It will also work for VisualStudio, Xcode, Eclipse, etc.
cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 2.6 FATAL_ERROR)
project(MyProject)
find_package(ROOT REQUIRED)
include(${ROOT_USE_FILE})
include_directories(${ROOT_INCLUDE_DIRS})
ROOT_GENERATE_DICTIONARY(MyDict myheader.h LINKDEF LinkDef.h)
ROOT_LINKER_LIBRARY(MyLib file.cxx LIBRARIES Hist MathCore)
ROOT_EXECUTABLE(MyExe main.cxx LIBRARIES MyLib)

cmake -DROOT_DIR=<root-install-dir>/cmake <your-project-sources>
make -j8
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CTest and CDash
✤

CTest is a testing tool distributed as a part of CMake
✤

✤

It can be used to configure, build, test, perform memory checks, etc., and
submitting results to a CDash

Defining tests is very simple
✤

Using the CMake command

add_test(NAME test COMMAND command)
✤

Or using the ROOT high-level macro with additional options

ROOT_ADD_TEST(test-stressgraphics COMMAND stressGraphics -b FAILREGEX "FAILED")
✤

To run the test invoke the command ctest

Start 1: test-event
Start 2: test-hsimple
Start 4: test-minexam
Start 5: test-tstring
Start 6: test-tcollex
1/31 Test #5: test-tstring .....................
2/31 Test #6: test-tcollex .....................
3/31 Test #1: show-environment .................
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Passed
Passed
Passed

0.06 sec
0.16 sec
0.16
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CDash Dashboard
selecting the date
“group” sections

version
+
platforms

changes from
previous build on
the same group

http://cdash.cern.ch/index.php?project=ROOT
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Summary
✤

✤

ROOT can be built with CMake. Results are compatible with
the old build system, and performance equivalent.
✤

Tested in most common platforms (but it is never enough)

✤

Feedback of most welcome

CMake offers a number of advantages with respect
traditional Module.mk method
✤

Works natively on Windows (no Cygwin)

✤

Supports IDEs such as VisualStudio, Xcode, Eclipse

✤

Very simple script language

✤

Dependency discovery is awesome: FIND_PACKAGE

✤

Scales very well: KDE4 is using it (4+ MLOC)

✤

Easy maintenance because expressing directives at higher level
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